
WES Site Council 

Monday, October 7, 2019 
Location: WES Library   

4:00-5:00pm 
Members:  

 

Heather Rainey, faculty/staff (chair)   Maryam Jahandari, parent/community 

Victoria Hoerst, faculty/staff (secretary)  Nazanin Akhavan, student 

Chimnoya Nwagwu-Youlo, parent    Shannon Norton, parent/community 

William Youlo, student    Lucas Norton, student 

Kayla Smith, parent     Jack Norton, student 

Stephanie Ayesh,  parent    Logan Smith, student 

Peyton Ayesh, student     Savannah Smith, student                         

Elton Armbrister, principal 

 

Meeting Dates: October 7, November 11, February 3, March 2 and April 6.  All 

meetings from 4:00-5:00 in the WES Library except the last meeting, which is held at 

the Andover Dairy Queen.  

 
Creating a Spirit of Inquiry through the 7 Norms of Collaboration 

 Pausing for Thinking - Pause after a question is asked and after someone speaks. 

 Paraphrasing - Communicate value and an intent to understand. Use “you” and “we” instead of “I.” 

 Probing – Explore thinking and seek specificity. Please say more…, I’m curious about…, I’d like to hear more about... 

 Putting Ideas on the Table – I’m putting this on the table…, Here is an idea for consideration…, One possible approach 
might be…; Know when to pull ideas off the table - This idea seems to be blocking us... 

 Providing Data - Center dialogue on data. The data…, This information…, That chart…, The article…, The student 
work… 

 Paying Attention to Self and Others - Pay attention to what you say, how you say it, and how others react to it.  

 Presuming Positive Intentions - Believe that others mean well.  

 
1. 4:00 Welcome & Good Things:  Share something good happening in your world!  

 
2. 4:05 Nurse’s Office:  Mrs. Hanna, school nurse, will share some information from the nurse’s 

office.   
During this session, Shana shared a new district requirements for vaccinations for grades K -11. 
Kindergarten – 1st, Hepatitis A and 7th & 11th is meningitis. Deadline to have this vaccination is 
October 16th, if not done students can’t attend school.  
 

3. 4:20 Capturing Kid’s Hearts: Mrs. McClellan will share more about SOLER (Square up, Open 
stance, Lean in, Eye Contact & Respond) and information about the recent visit from a Capturing 
Kid’s Hearts representative.   
Mrs. McClellan did a recap about when CKH started and what it is. The importance of 
establishing this process is to create self-managing adults by the time they leave the school. Also, 
about what the CKH group does. We discussed the different schools who are doing it and why we 
decided to do it. To make sure we are fostering that social and emotional goal. 



 
Mrs. McClellan also recapped on the CKH Representative visit from last year, Danielle. Last year 
Danielle noticed when we shook student’s hands both parties weren’t fully engaged. Our focus 
this year is on SOLER. The CKH committee put together a video and poster – Site Council watched 
the video. Danielle’s visit this year, she loved the signs in the hallway; SOLER, checking in 
cafeteria.  
 

4. 4:30 Outdoor classroom & garden:  Mr. Armbrister will have us take a tour and share about the 
space.  
During the outdoor classroom tour, Elton discussed the planters for each grade and the 
responsibilities students will have maintaining it. The goal of the area was to create a 
functioning learning area that is also manageable. In addition, he mentioned the teacher 
meeting with a KS State representative about how to care for our flower beds. Teachers learned 
how to use the area throughout the year and were provided additional resources to use. Other 
topics that were discussed: 

- Last year 5th grade Art Project; bridge and canvas mural for the wall 
- Planting butterfly friendly plants 
- Shed for tools in the outdoor area, hopefully this year. 

 


